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I made t he points in the attached memorandum in a private 
conversation I had with Ambassador Mcin yesterday prior to 
the IRG meeting. These views are based on my experience as 
DCM in Guatemala and upon a close following of events since 
I left. They are the product also of extended reflect1.o'!s 
on the situation and my experience there . As I told Ambassa
dor Mein I feel somewhat like Fulbright says he felt about 
the Tonkin Gulf r esolution -- my deepest regret is that I 
did not fight huder within Emba.ssy <:Quncils wben I was there 
to press these views. I can in any case understand quite 
""'ll how easy it is to be complacent. or rationalize things. 

Because I do feel so very strongly about the problem, 
I fel t compelled to repeat these points to you with the 
hope they may receive a hearing. 
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GUATEMALA AND COUNTER-TERROR 

The Guatemalan Government's usc of 11counter-terror" 
to combat insurgency is a se~ious problem in three ways: 

a) The tactics are having a terribly corrosive 
effect on Guatemalan society and the 
nation's political development; 

b) they present a serious problem for the U.S. 
i.n terms of our image in Latin Amcries. and 
the credibility of what we say we stand for; 

c) the problem has G corrosive effect on our 
own judgments and conceptual values. 

A. Impact on the Country. 

Counter - terror is corrosive from three points of view: 

1. The counter-terror iS indiscriminate, and we cannot 
rationalize that f~ct away. Looking back on its full sweep 
one can cite instances in wbich leftist but ant:i-Coauu,uU.st 
labor leaders were kidnapped and beaten by the army units; 
the pa ra -miLitary groups armed by the Zacapa commander have 
operated in pares of the northeast in war-lord fashion a nd 
destroyed local PR organizations; people are killed or 
dissappear on the basis of simple accusa t ions. It is argued 
that the "excesses11 o£ the earlier period have been ·corrected 
and now only "collaborators" are being killed. But I 
question the wisdom or validity of the Guatemalan Army's 
criteria as to who is a collaborator or how carefully they 
check. Moreove~, t he derivative violence of right-wing 
vigilantes and sheer criminality made possible by the 
atmosphere must also be la i d at the door of the conceptual 
tactic of counter-terror . The point is chat the society is 
being rene a part and polarized; emotions, desire for revenge 
and personal bitterness are being sucked ioj the pure 
Coamun1sc issue is thus blurred; and !.ssues of poverty and 
social i njus tice are being converted into virulent questions 
of outraged emotion and "tyranny." The whole cumulative impact 
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is most unhealthy . 

It is not true, in my judgment, that Guatemalans 
are apathet ic or are not upset about the problem. 
Guatemalans very typically mask their feeling with out· 
ward passivity, but that does not mean they do not feel 
things. Guatemalans have told me they are worried, that 
the situation is serious and nastier than it has ever been. 
And I s ubmit that we really do not know what the campesinos 
truly feel. 

2. Counter-terror is brutal. The official squads 
are guilty of atrocities. Interrogetions are brutal, torture 
is used and bodies are mutilated. Hany believe that the 
very brutal way the ex-beauty queen was killed, obviously 
tortured and mutilated, provoked the FAR to murder Colonel 
Webber in retaliation. If true, how tragic that the 
tactics of "our side" would in any way be responsible for 
that event~ But the point is that this is a serious 
practical political problem as well as a mora l one: 
Because of the evidence of this brutality, the government 
is, in the eyes of many GuateiD&lans, a cruel government, 
and therefore righteous outrage, emotion and viciousness 
have been sucked into the whole political situation. One 
can argue about the naivete of the Maryknoll priests, but 
one should not discount the depth of the emotion and the 
significance of the reaction. One can easily see there 
how counter-terror has blurred the question of Communist 
insurgency and is converting it lnto ~n issue of morallty 
and justice. How fortunate for us that there is no 
char ismatic leader around yet to spark an explosion. 

3. Counter-terror has retarded modernization and 
institution building. The tactics have JUSt deepened and 
continued the proclivity of GuatemaLans to operate outside 
the law. It says in effect t o people that the law, the 
constitution , the ins titutions mean nothing, the fas~es t 
gun counts. Tbe whole · system has been degraded as a way to 
mob i lize society and handle problems. Our objectives of 
helping Guatemala modernize are thus being undermined. The 
effect of the money we puc into civic-action and t he pilot 
program in the northeast i .s, in my personal opinion, more 
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than offset by the effect of the counter-terror. The value 
tO the nation's political development of Mendez completing :' 
his term is probably already gone. 

B. The Image Problem. 

we are associated with this tactic in the minds of 
many people, and whether it is right or wrong so to 
associate us is rapidly becoming irrelevant. In politics 
just as important as the way things are is the way people 
think things are. In the minds of many in Latin America, 
and, tragically, especially in the sensitive, articulate 
youth, we are believed to have condoned these tactics, 
if not actually to have encouraged them. Therefore our 
image is being tarnished and the credibility of our claims 
to ~~nt a better and more just world are increasingly placed 
in doubt. I need hardly add the aspect of domestic U.S. 
reactions. 
C. U.S. Values 

This Leads to an aspect 1 personally find the most 
disturbing of alL--that we have not been honest with ourselves. 
~~ have condoned counter-terror; we may even in effect have 
encouraged or blessed it. We have been so obsessed with the 
fear of insurgency that we have rationalized away our qualms 
and uneasiness. This is not only because we have concluded 
~~ cannot do anything about it, for we never really tried. 
Rather we suspected that maybe it is .a good tactic, and that 
as Long as Communists are being kiLLed it is alright. 
Hurder, torture and mutilation are alright if our side is 
doing it and the victims are Communists. After all hasn't 
man been a savage from the beginning of t~ so let us not 
be too queasy about terror. I have liter·ally heard these 
arguments from our people. 

Have our values been so twisted by our adversary concept 
of politics in the hemisphere? Is it conceivable that we 
are so obsessed with insurgency that we are pr~pared to 
rationalize murder as an acceptable c~unter-insurge"fy 
weapon? Is it possible that a nation which so rever~ the 
principle of due process of law has so easily acquiesced in 
this sort of terror tactic? 
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I cannot, frQD my own personal experience in Guatemala 
and what I have seen since, honestly say to myself that 
t he Guatemalan military have any reason to believe that we 
really arc opposed to this tactic. I honestly think that 
on the contrary they believe we have. accepted and encouraged 
it--even though we have pro forma remonstrated agaiost 
excesses. \t.'e have ta lked t o them to be sure, but not ve.ry 
insistently, and the image the Guatemalan military man gets 
from his total contact with the U.S. and U.S. advisors at 
a ll levels is very much a mixed bag. It betrays, I am 
afraid. intentionally or unintentionally, acquiescence and 
condonm.ent. 

Counter-terror is, in short, very wrong-mor ally. 
ethically, politically from the standpoint of Guatemala • s 
own interest and practically from our own foreign policy 
point of v iew. 

D. What To Do? 

I am frankly not sanguine we can stop counter-terror. 
But one thing we can do is be honest with ourselves· and 
admit to ourselves t hat there is a problem, and that counter
terror is wrong as a counter-insurgency tactic. I just do 
not thl.nk we have done that. 

Beyond that there are three thin.gs to do: 

a) The record must be made clea r er that the United 
States Government opposes the concept and quest ions the 
wisdom of counter-terror; 

b) the r ecord mu.st be made clearer that we have made 
this known unambiguously t o the Guatemalans; otherwise we 
will stand before history unable to answer the accusations 
that we encouraged the Guatemalan Army to do these things; 

c) Most importantly, we should put our thinking caps 
on and devise policies, aid and suggestions that can make 
counter-terror unnecessary. It is argued that if we can 
remonstrate strongly to the Guatemalans, they will say we 
encouraged t hem to ao ahead and now wha t do we suggest? 
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It is a good question, and we should ask ourselves that. 
If counter-terr or is justified by Guatema l ans in terms 
of the weakness of the legal system, is there nothing we 
can do to "help and prod them on legal reforms? Is there 
nothing we can do to make them stop the brutality of torture 
and mutilation? ls there nothing we can do to help them 
develop philosophical concepts of institutions and a legal 
system? I know that primitive violence has gone on a long 
time in Guatemala and elsewher e . Do we just t hrow up our 
hands and accept all of its wrongness as long as it is also 
"effoctLvC11

, (and will bistory"s verdict say it was · 
"effective" in Guatemala)?· If, i n fact, tne GOG pleads 
weakness in t he conventiona l security apparatus, is that 
not precisely what our assistance and couasel is for- -to 
help them perfec t conventional, legal law enforcement? 

lf the U.S . cannot come up with any better suggestion 
on bow to fight insurgency in Guatemala tban to condone 
counter-terror, we are in a bad way indeed. But most of 
all, even if~ cannot dissuade them, ~owe it co ourselves 
to cOCDe to terms with our values and judgments and take 
a clear ethlcal stand. 
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